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Expert disagreement is pervasive in clinical decision making and collective adjudication is a useful approach
for resolving divergent assessments. Prior work shows that expert disagreement can arise due to diverse factors
including expert background, the quality and presentation of data, and guideline clarity. In this work, we study
how these factors predict initial discrepancies in the context of medical time series analysis, examining why
certain disagreements persist after adjudication, and how adjudication impacts clinical decisions. Results from
a case study with 36 experts and 4,543 adjudicated cases in a sleep stage classification task show that these
factors contribute to both initial disagreement and resolvability, each in their own unique way. We provide
evidence suggesting that structured adjudication can lead to significant revisions in treatment-relevant clinical
parameters. Our work demonstrates how structured adjudication can support consensus and facilitate a deep
understanding of expert disagreement in medical data analysis.
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INTRODUCTION

Receiving a reliable diagnosis is one of the fundamental steps in health care delivery; it sheds light on
the state of a patient’s health condition and informs subsequent treatment decisions. The diagnostic
process often requires visual analysis of medical data (e.g., x-rays, ultrasounds, electrophysiological
signals) and a subsequent classification thereof (e.g., normal vs. abnormal). Expert classification
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tasks relying on visual analysis, however, tend to give rise to expert disagreement due to their
inherently subjective nature—and the medical domain presents no exception in this regard.
In certain non-expert domains (e.g., crowdsourcing), techniques like majority vote and other
computational methods (e.g., EM algorithm) are used to aggregate divergent human assessments
into what is assumed to be a “correct” answer. By contrast, other approaches acknowledge that
disagreement carries valuable information [19, 49], and that resolving disagreements is not always
possible or desirable, even if human graders are given the opportunity to deliberate on a case [47].
In the clinical domain, collaborative, team-based decision making has long been deemed superior
to individual diagnosis by the National Academy of Medicine [5]. Little is understood, however,
about the factors that contribute to expert disagreement and processes that facilitate resolution of
disagreement in medical data analysis from a socio-technical perspective.
Our work addresses this research gap by studying the sources and dynamics of expert disagreement in medical data analysis through structured, collaborative adjudication, i.e., the process of
reviewing and potentially resolving divergent assessments collectively as a group. Our findings from
an observational case study with 36 experts and 4,543 adjudicated cases in a sleep stage classification
task reveal that diverse factors, including expert background, the quality and presentation of data,
and classification guidelines, contribute to both initial disagreement and resolvability. Our findings
also demonstrate how adjudication can lead to significant revisions in experts’ quantification of
diagnostic markers, which in turn have the potential to impact patients’ lives through changes in
treatment outcomes. Our main contributions are:
(1) We demonstrate how the sources and dynamics of expert disagreement in medical data analysis
can be understood through collective adjudication.
(2) We conducted an observational study to analyze expert disagreement, illuminating diverse
factors impacting the extent of disagreement, including expert background, the quality and
presentation of data, and guideline clarity.
(3) We contribute a structured adjudication workflow to capture expert rationales in a guidelinecentric and interoperable format.
In what follows, we cover related work on expert disagreement, group decision support, and
adjudication in medical data analysis, detail the design evolution of our structured adjudication
workflow, outline our research questions, methods, and findings, and conclude with a discussion of
use cases and design considerations for our approach.
2
2.1

RELATED WORK
Ambiguity and Sources of Inter-rater Disagreement

Ambiguity, or an openness to multiple interpretations, and the associated issue of inter-rater
disagreement in data classification, are both topics that have received ample attention not only
in the epistemological (e.g., [20, 33, 51]) and medical (e.g., [3, 34, 40]) literature, but also within
the human-computer interaction (HCI, e.g., [10, 12, 24]), human computation (e.g., [2, 18, 32]),
and computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW, e.g., [1, 28, 47]) communities. The problem of
inter-rater variability is particularly important within medicine where clinical decisions rely on the
interpretation of patient data. Indeed, Raghu et al. [40] concluded that label disagreement among
medical experts presents a “full-fledged clinical problem in the healthcare domain.” In the same vein,
Paletz et al. [34] stressed the importance of detecting uncertainty among diagnosticians to triage
incorrect diagnoses.
In the context of non-expert crowd work, Aroyo and Welty [2] view inter-rater disagreement as
a function of three phenomena: variability among human annotators, characteristics of the data
at hand, and the quality of the task instructions. We adopt a similar approach in exploring expert
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disagreement in medical data analysis, and synthesize prior work within these three categories
below. In addition, we take into account data presentation as another potential source of inter-rater
disagreement, pertaining to differences in the way that human annotators view the data at hand.
Annotator differences. Mumpower and Stewart [33] offer an early theoretical account in
which expert disagreement is discussed in three forms: (1) personality-based disagreement, beget by
expert ideology, venality, or incompetence, (2) judgement-based disagreement, due to information
gaps, and (3) structural disagreement, due to experts holding different organizing principles or
problem definitions. Garbayo [20] distinguishes verbal disagreement—disagreement due to differences in terminology or semantics between experts with respect to the problem definitions
mentioned previously—from legitimate disagreement, arising despite experts having access to the
same evidence. Gurari and Grauman [24] found that disagreement among crowd workers in visual
question answering tasks can arise from differing levels of annotator expertise. Kairam and Heer
[28] showed that inter-rater agreement in a crowdsourced entity annotation task is affected by
how conservatively or liberally workers follow task instructions. In this work, we assume medical experts to be high-quality graders with varying backgrounds, i.e., differences in professional
credentials, geographic location, and work experience.
Data characteristics. In addition to grader-specific factors, disagreement may be an indicator
of ambiguity, vagueness, or complexity inherent in the given data [1–3, 39, 40]. Prior works have
demonstrated that inter-rater disagreement can be associated with characteristics of individual
data objects, including text documents for sentiment classification [39], photographs for visual
question answering [25], medical images for eye disease assessment [40], and biomedical time
series data for epilepsy diagnosis [3]. In this work, we take into account different measures for
characterizing complexity in biomedical time series data to study the interplay between case-specific
data characteristics and other sources of expert disagreement, including grader differences, data
presentation, and guideline clarity.
Task instructions. Finally, inter-rater disagreement has been attributed to ambiguous category
definitions [2, 10, 24, 32] relevant to a given task. Gurari and Grauman [24] identified subjective
questions and vocabulary mismatch between crowd workers as sources of disagreement. Chang
et al. [10] found that worker disagreement can arise due to ambiguous or incomplete category
definitions, and proposed a system to analyze crowd-generated conceptual structures post-hoc.
Manam and Quinn [32] developed workflows for identifying and refining unclear instructions
for crowdsourcing tasks. Our work demonstrates how complex classification guidelines can be
integrated directly into data adjudication workflows to collect expert rationales with respect to
individual guideline rules and rule-specific evidence.
Data presentation. Our work builds on these prior contributions by studying various factors
contributing to expert disagreement in medical data analysis. Our quantitative analysis takes into
account differences between graders (in terms of professional credentials, geographic location,
and work experience), data characteristics of individual disagreement cases (in terms of pathology
and signal complexity), and the role of classification guidelines (in terms of individual guideline
rules and rule-specific evidence collected during adjudication) to understand expert disagreement.
Furthermore, our work contributes a novel perspective on the expert disagreement problem by
incorporating data presentation as another potential factor contributing to disagreement. In particular, we incorporate in our analysis the question to what extent differences in how experts choose to
view the data at hand—configuring the viewer interface—may be associated with experts arriving
at divergent interpretations of the same data.
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Systems for Group Deliberation

Beyond the problem of understanding how inter-rater disagreement arises is the question of how
to deal with the resulting uncertainty. There is a growing body of work in support of group
deliberation as a useful and productive method of consensus formation, where members of a group
who disagree about a case gather to exchange arguments for their individual classification decisions
and collectively weigh evidence in order to reach a shared decision. Group deliberation is favoured
in the literature over alternative techniques like majority vote, which tend to discount argument
and dissenting insight in order to promote artificial consensus [50].
A seminal procedure for structured group deliberation is the Delphi method, by which a panel
of experts exchange arguments and evidence through multiple rounds, moderated by a facilitator
who summarizes individual positions and discards what is assumed to be irrelevant comments
after each round [16]. Since its introduction, the Delphi method has been employed for several
aims, including to facilitate remote group decision making [26]. Several systems have been built to
facilitate online deliberation, though not all of them directly resemble the structure of the Delphi
method. Drapeau et al. [18] introduced MicroTalk, a crowdsourcing workflow with functionality
for asynchronous argumentation between workers in the context of a semantic relation-extraction
task. Drapeau et al. [18] evaluated their workflow with respect to accuracy improvements against a
golden reference standard, demonstrating that online, asynchronous worker argumentation can
improve answer accuracy over computational aggregation methods. Building on this work, Chen
et al. [12] showed that a synchronous workflow enabling crowd workers to engage in real-time,
multi-turn discussions, can lead to additional improvements in answer accuracy. Schaekermann et
al. [47] also used a synchronous workflow for worker deliberation to analyze how disagreement
arises and under what circumstances it can be resolved for text classification tasks with varying
levels of subjectivity.
Chang et al. [10] addressed the issue of ambiguous category definitions by proposing a system
to enable flexible, post-hoc analysis of crowd-generated, conceptual structures, as opposed to
refining classification guidelines a priori. Goyal et al. [22] designed a shared sense-making interface
allowing dyads of participants to synchronously share hypotheses, evidence and other insights
in a simulated criminal investigation task, leading to increased decision making performance
compared to a baseline interface. Chang et al. [11] proposed a multi-step crowdsourcing workflow
for semantic frame annotation, allowing workers to express disagreement with expert-labelled
golden data presented as feedback during labelling.
Our system leverages a workflow in which expert-provided classifications can be contested by
other experts in a round-based collaborative manner. Our work draws inspiration from the Delphi
method and builds on prior work above by deploying a web-based, structured adjudication system.
We extend the state of the art by translating existing workflows into the complex expert domain
of medical data analysis, and by integrating a procedure to collect arguments from experts in the
form of explicit rationales, centered around pre-existing domain-specific annotation guidelines.
Our approach differs from several other works in that the primary objective is to achieve a better
understanding of the sources and dynamics of expert disagreement, as opposed to streamlining the
efficiency or accuracy of data labelling workflows.
2.3

Adjudication in Medical Data Analysis

The issue of low inter-rater reliability in the clinical domain has motivated efforts to find methods
of adjudicating ambiguous cases in medical data classification tasks. Group deliberation has also
garnered support in the medical domain as a method for generating a trusted reference standard
for the evaluation of automated classification methods [23, 29, 41].
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In the context of a medical imaging study, in which the aim was to diagnose eye disease based
on retinal fundus images, Krause et al. [29] found that group deliberation was more effective
than majority vote when it came to recall among experts. This same dataset was used by Guan
et al. [23] to demonstrate that ensembles of multiple grader-specific machine learning models
could outperform a single-prediction model trained on majority labels, when benchmarked against
an adjudicated gold standard. Penzel, Zhang, and Fietze [37] argue that group deliberation, or
“consensus scoring” is the optimal training technique for human scorers in the context of sleep
stage classification.
Recent work by Barnett et al. [7] showed that automatic pooling of independent opinions from
multiple doctors outperformed individual diagnosis across various diagnostic tasks. However, the
authors did not investigate the effects of permitting communication or collaboration among doctors
to allow for collective adjudication of their diagnoses.
2.4

Computational Models of Argumentation

Argumentation, an approach to reasoning centered around the logic of inferring conclusions
from given data, has an extensive history in the field of computer science. Prior research has
focused on patterns common to human argumentation in decision making [14, 52], and there is
a wealth of literature on mapping natural human language used in argumentative discourse to
machine-readable representations [8, 9, 13, 14, 30, 31, 43]. Studies have shown that human argument
represented in a machine-readable format can be used to generate new conclusions in the context of
novel inquiries [35, 42]. Building on basic concepts of propositional logic, the structure we employ
to collect expert rationales during adjudication in the present work is compatible with existing
methods (e.g., [35]) and interoperable with logic-based approaches in the field of computer science
broadly.
3

APPLICATION DOMAIN

We embed our work in the field of biomedical time-series classification, an expert domain with
typically low inter-rater agreement rate, and deploy our adjudication system in the context of sleep
stage classification, where agreement among two independent expert averages as low as 82.6% [44].
Sleep stage classification lends itself as a task for our case study, as it not only involves lengthy and
complex guidelines likely to spur inter-rater disagreement, but sleep data includes a wide range of
signal modalities, many of which are integral parts of other diagnostic procedures in medicine. The
task of sleep stage classification involves mapping fixed-length segments of a polysomnogram, i.e.,
a continuous multimodal medical time series recording, to one of five sleep stages — Wake, Rapid
Eye Movement (REM) sleep or one of three non-REM sleep stages (NREM 1, NREM 2, NREM 3). The
resulting sequence of sleep stages, called a hypnogram, serves as a relevant artifact in the diagnostic
process for various sleep-related disorders and other neurological diseases. The classification of
time series segments into sleep stages is based on the presence of distinguishing features of the
EEG waveform and other supportive signal modalities like respiratory information.
4

STRUCTURED ADJUDICATION

For the purpose of our study, we designed and implemented a workflow and interface for collective
expert adjudication of classification decisions in the context of medical data analysis. Here, we
describe our iterative design process and the resulting design considerations that informed our
final design and implementation.
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4.1

Design Evolution

Our design process was structured into three steps: (1) formative sessions of in-person adjudication to
acquire a better understanding of inter-personal dynamics and expert argumentation patterns used
in medical adjudication, (2) adjudication via video conference as a testbed for remote adjudication,
and (3) web-based adjudication informed by insights from the first two steps. For all three steps,
the same signal viewer software1 was used for independent classification, but it was only in the
final stage where adjudication of disagreements was conducted directly within the web interface.
In-Person Adjudication. An initial formative session of in-person adjudication was conducted
with three board-certified sleep technologists. After an initial round of independent classification,
researchers organized an in-person meeting in the hospital to host adjudication discussions for
select disagreement cases. All members of the expert panel convened at a set time and place to
collectively discuss disagreements in front of a shared screen. 106 minutes of discussion content
was recorded (using screen capture and audio recording), transcribed, and analyzed. Our findings
led to several design considerations both general and specific to our data modality:
• Discussions were primarily centered around the classification guidelines, including the
presence of individual patterns or features in the data. This observation primarily informed
our motivation for integrating classification guidelines into the final web-based approach.
• Inter-personal dynamics occasionally distracted from the case at hand (e.g., jokes about the
grading style or background of other panel members), or caused bias in favour of certain
experts (e.g., the most dominant ones or the ones with highest perceived expertise). Based on
this finding, we decided to hide information about expert identity and expert background in
our web-based implementation.
• For some disagreement cases, experts requested to review data windows before or after the
case in question (specific to sequential data). In addition, resolving certain disagreements
triggered consensus on short cascades of subsequent cases in the recording timeline. Based
on these two insights, we decided to have experts review all cases in a given recording for
our web-based procedure, one expert at a time, to account for any sequential dependencies.
• The configuration of the viewer (e.g., signal visibility and amplitude scaling) played a role
in discussing and resolving disagreements. We noticed that, for certain cases, adjusting
the viewer settings triggered consensus without further argumentation. Inspired by this
observation, we decided to allow experts to configure various aspects of the viewing interface,
and to record viewer settings for each classification decision to facilitate quantitative analysis.
Remote Adjudication via Video Conference. In a second step, we conducted a 1-hour experimental session for remote adjudication with the same three experts, this time using video
conference as the communication medium. The cases discussed in this step were distinct from the
cases previously discussed in person. All three panel members and one moderator (whose role
was to ensure adjudication discussions stayed on topic) joined the video conference at the same
time. Each expert was assigned one colour (red, green, or blue) that could be used to annotate the
location and shape of characteristic features on a shared screen during discussion. Discussions were
recorded (via screen capture and audio recording) and analyzed, resulting in additional findings:
• Despite the fact that experts were not co-located in the same room, inter-personal dynamics
seemed to influence the discussion based on perceived grader experience and the effectiveness
of individual communication or argumentation skills. While part of this behavior may have
been influenced by the fact that the same three experts had previously conducted in-person
adjudication on separate cases, this observation reinforced our design consideration to
1 Part

of the crowdEEG research project (http://crowdeeg.ca, [45, 46]).
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anonymize experts during adjudication and informed our choice of text as a communication
medium during web-based adjudication.
• The logistics of scheduling multiple domain experts to collectively join a meeting at a set
time even without the need for a co-located face-to-face setup proved to be prohibitive for
a large-scale study. This realization motivated our decision to implement an asynchronous
approach for our web-based adjudication workflow in which experts review disagreement
cases in a round-robin fashion, one expert at a time.
• The interplay of distinct features within the same classification case, as well as disagreements
over the exact transition boundaries between different feature types were topics of contention
and became evident through on-screen drawing. Inspired by this observation, we included
measures of signal complexity in our data analysis, both with regard to the frequency domain
(i.e., how complex is the signal overall?) and from a time-frequency view (i.e., how complex
is the signal due to transitions over time?).
Web-based Adjudication. Our design considerations derived from the first two steps informed
an early prototype of our web-based adjudication workflow and interface. The primary motivations for moving the adjudication process to a web-based implementation were (1) the ability to
orchestrate adjudication at a larger scale involving multiple concurrent expert panels (2), mitigation of certain undesirable factors observed during in-person adjudication and adjudication via
video conference, and (3) the introduction of explicit structure to the process of collecting expert
rationales for post-hoc quantitative analysis.
Our first iteration of the web-based adjudication workflow addressed the former two motivations
by reducing scheduling conflicts among experts through a round-based scheduling approach, by
hiding information about grader identity and background, and by using text as a communication
medium. We conducted a small-scale pilot using our initial prototype with three independent
panels, each with three experts. The objective of the pilot was to validate the overall interface and
workflow and to analyze open-ended discussion contents before attempting a more structured
approach of collecting expert rationales.
Open-ended discussion comments collected during the pilot were generally free of inter-personal
comments, concise (ranging from a few words to one or two sentences), and focused primarily
on specific rules from the classification guidelines including low-level features referenced therein.
While the majority of comments matched this description, we noticed that few comments contained
arguments not captured by the classification guidelines (e.g., addressing implicit nuances with
regard to ambiguous terminology used for individual rules in the guideline or referring to the
assumed health condition of the patient). Based on these findings, we decided to proceed with
integrating classification guidelines into the workflow in an extensible and structured manner.
We also decided to retain the option of providing open-ended comments throughout the process
to cover the few cases in which guidelines were insufficient for a comprehensive rationale. The
remainder of this section outlines our final design and implementation of web-based, structured
adjudication.
4.2

Rule-based Representation of Guidelines

In our approach, classification guidelines are represented as a set of inference rules matching a
basic template:
IF Evidence A Present AND Evidence B Present THEN Classify as X
Each rule defines a Boolean proposition or a conjunction (AND connection) of multiple propositions (e.g., rapid eye movements are present AND low-chin EMG tone is present AND low-amplitude,
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(a) Rationale form.

(b) Data view for disagreement case with expert discussion.

Fig. 1. Interface for structured adjudication of classification decisions in medical time series analysis.

mixed-frequency EEG is present) that need to be true in order to make a certain annotation decision
(e.g., classify as REM sleep). We will later refer to the propositions on the left side as evidence
criteria. More complex rules can be decomposed to match this template. For example, disjunctions
(OR connections) can be split into multiple rules relying just on conjunctions.
While our case study demonstrates the utility of our approach using a domain-specific guideline,
the overall approach is domain-agnostic, borrowing basic concepts of propositional logic. For our
case study, we adapted a domain-specific classification guideline [27], translating it into a set of 36
separate inference rules. These rules referenced a set of 15 unique basic features whose presence
were relevant for at least one of the rules. We also included placeholder rules, one for each of the
possible classification choices, that could be selected in case none of the other rules applied.
4.3

Workflow

Our final workflow consists of two stages. First, all panel members independently perform an
initial classification pass on the entire data record. Second, each expert reviews and re-classifies all
disagreement cases in the record in a round-based fashion, one expert at a time. We describe both
workflow stages below.
Classification. The entry point for participants is an automated email notification with a link to
sign into our web-based system to proceed with their classification task. During initial classification,
each grader classifies all cases in the data record (i.e., 30-second windows within a sleep EEG) into
task-specific categories (i.e., one of five sleep stages). To account for sequential dependencies in
the classification process [48] as observed in the pilot study, graders can navigate back and forth
through all cases and are free to adjust previous classification decisions throughout their pass. Our
pilot studies revealed that the specific way in which graders choose to view the data—i.e., which
signals they choose to be visible, how they scale individual signal amplitudes, and which frequency
filters they apply—can affect individual grading decisions. Our workflow therefore allows for
graders to adjust viewer settings throughout their pass and to revise grading decisions accordingly.
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As graders are free to update prior classifications throughout their pass, our workflow requires that
graders explicitly mark a pass as complete, so grading decisions can be locked in for comparison
with other panel members.
Adjudication. Our pilot study made clear the fact that scheduling multiple domain experts to
synchronously adjudicate a disagreement at a set time is logistically prohibitive for a large-scale
study with geographically remote participants. This insight informed our design consideration
to choose an asynchronous, round-based approach for our adjudication workflow. In each round,
the active grader reviews all disagreement cases among the data record, remotely and on their
own time. Our system notifies individual panel members via email when their adjudication pass
becomes available. Upon login, graders are immediately positioned on the first disagreement case
in the data record, and can jump to the next or previous disagreement case as they proceed. During
each adjudication pass, the active grader reviews each disagreement case at least once before the
pass can be marked as complete. The approach to navigation and re-classification is similar to the
workflow previously described for independent classification. In addition, graders are required
to provide an explicit, structured rationale for each re-classification decision, and must choose
at least one domain-specific guideline in support of their classification. For each guideline rule
cited, graders are asked to indicate the extent to which they believe the given rule-specific evidence
criteria to be met. Finally, graders are given the option to leave an open-ended comment about each
decision to account for cases where guidelines are insufficient to explain a comprehensive rationale.
All rationales collected from previous adjudication rounds are presented to graders automatically
when they navigate to a given disagreement case, encouraging adjudicators to review any prior
case-specific discussion within the panel.
A disagreement case is considered resolved when all graders in a panel converge on the same
classification. The adjudication process ends when all disagreement cases are resolved, or when
a specified number of adjudication rounds have been completed. In our case study, we limit
adjudication to three rounds, i.e., one review pass per panel member.
4.4

User Interface

We designed a user interface (UI) to implement our workflows for classification and adjudication
within a web-based platform (Figure 1). Components of the adjudication UI were integrated into
the classification UI to ensure contextual vicinity between case-specific expert discussions and
signal data. We briefly describe the classification UI below, followed by a more detailed outline of
the adjudication UI.
Classification. The primary purpose of the classification UI is to enable experts to view and
classify complex data efficiently without violating any existing domain-specific conventions. It
is therefore designed to emulate existing viewer software for the domain-specific task at hand
(i.e., sleep staging). The largest portion of the screen is devoted to data presentation, with controls
streamlined for efficient user input. In addition to on-screen controls, there is hotkey functionality
for navigation, classification, and select viewer settings (cf. Figure 1b, components 6 to 9).
Adjudication. The adjudication UI (Figure 1) is designed for explicit and justified collaborative
decision making. Its components are general and can be instantiated in the context of other data
classification tasks (e.g., for text documents or images). Our pilot study suggested that a critically
important step for experts in understanding disagreements is a compact view of any conflicting
classification choices within the group. Therefore, the adjudication UI visualizes group decisions
by displaying the number of votes assigned to each classification category using circular indicators
attached to classification buttons. Disagreement cases are visually contrasted from agreement cases
to guide graders’ attention using multiple red-colored vote indicators (Figure 1b, component 6).
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As disagreement cases can be scattered across a single contiguous data record, our adjudication
UI extends the base navigation panel with two additional buttons (and hotkeys) to jump directly to
the subsequent and previous disagreement case (Figure 1b, component 9).
To facilitate structured communication between members of an expert panel, the adjudication UI
includes a discussion component to render case-specific expert rationales. Early prototype testing
suggested that some graders re-classified disagreement cases without reviewing prior discussions
on the case. We therefore chose to automatically open the discussion component as soon as graders
navigate to a disagreement case to encourage active review of prior arguments. Expert rationales and
open-ended comments (if any) from all group members are displayed in chronological order (Figure
1b). Each guideline rule cited within can be expanded using mouse-over to reveal information about
pertinent evidence criteria. As our pilot study showed that inter-personal dynamics can distract
from deliberation, we chose to use expert pseudonyms allowing group members to distinguish
their own rationale (Figure 1b, component 4) from those of other experts in the group (Figure 1b,
component 5) while hiding any information about expert identity or background.
For the purpose of providing justifications for re-classification decisions, the adjudication UI
includes a rationale form (Figure 1a). The rationale form is triggered when a grader submits a
classification choice, and classification choices are saved only after the form has been completed
and submitted. The form consists of three parts: a rule selector (Figure 1a, component 1) enabling
experts to search a catalogue of pre-defined guideline rules and to cite those that best represent
their rationale; a component asking experts to specify the extent to which they believe each of the
evidence criteria for the selected rule(s) are met (Figure 1a, component 2); and the option to provide
an additional open-ended comment (Figure 1a, component 3). Graders are required to select at least
one guideline rule in support of their classification choice, but can choose to cite additional rules if
applicable even if those happen to contradict their classification. The design consideration here
was to allow graders to discuss potential nuances or conflicts between multiple guidelines rules
by citing several ones and clarifying their reasoning using open-ended comments. The rationale
form is domain-agnostic and can be instantiated for a specific application domain by providing a
rule-based representation of the pertinent classification guidelines, in the format described above.
5

RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND HYPOTHESES

Our study addresses three research questions.
Q1: Why do experts disagree during independent classification?
Diverse factors including training background and preferences in data presentation may cause
experts to arrive at divergent classification decisions, beyond characteristics inherent in the data
itself. For example, experts with varying credentials or varying levels of work experience may be
more likely to disagree. Likewise, our formative design process suggested that experts may disagree
solely based on the use of different viewer settings. Based on these intuitions, we hypothesize that:
[H1a] Differences in expert background (i.e., credentials, geographic location, and work
experience) are associated with higher disagreement.
[H1b] Differences in viewer settings (i.e., signal visibility, amplitude scaling, and frequency
filters) are associated with higher disagreement.
[H1c] Certain data characteristics (i.e., abnormalities in a patient’s health condition, and
case-specific signal complexity) are associated with higher disagreement.
Q2: Why do certain disagreements persist after collective adjudication?
The same factors that contribute to independent disagreements may similarly contribute to the
dynamics of adjudication among panels of experts, and may help explain why certain disagreements
get resolved through exchange of arguments while others persist. Beyond this intuition, we take
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the stance that knowing about the specific criteria over which experts disagree will best explain
why certain cases get resolved and others do not. We hypothesize that:
[H2a] Differences in expert background affect the likelihood of resolving a case.
[H2b] Differences in viewer settings affect the likelihood of resolving a case.
[H2c] Data characteristics affect the likelihood of resolving a case.
[H2d] The specific structure of a disagreement (i.e., discrepancies over the presence of individual features in the data) carries greater explanatory power for understanding why certain
disagreements persist after adjudication, compared to the other factors (i.e., differences in
expert background or viewer settings, and data characteristics).
Q3: What impact does adjudication have on clinical decision making?
Collaborative decision making has been championed by national health research institutions [5],
which assume that team-based approaches lead to significant improvements in clinical decision
making. Adopting the paradigm of collective intelligence in healthcare, we hypothesize that:
[H3a] Experts perceive collective adjudication as useful for arriving at reliable and trustworthy classification decisions.
[H3b] Adjudication can lead to significant revisions in treatment-relevant diagnostic markers.
6

METHODS

Here we describe the details of our observational case study including participant recruitment, data
set, procedure and statistical analysis.
6.1

Participant Recruitment

We recruited 36 expert participants via domain-specific online platforms. Based on the pre-study
questionnaire, our expert participants were located in the United States (26), Canada (7), the
European Union (2), and other unspecified geographic locations (1). The majority of participants
(30) were Registered Polysomnographic Technologists (RPSGT); six held lower credentials. More
than half of our expert participants (23) reported having at least five years of experience working
as sleep technologists. Out of our 36 participants, 31 self-reported as female and five as male. The
distribution over age groups was: 18-25 (1), 26-35 (8), 36-45 (16), 46-55 (8), 56+ (3). Participants were
paid US $112.50 for two scoring passes (independent classification and one review pass) via online
gift cards, or the equivalent amount in the currency of their specified location, corresponding to an
hourly rate of US $37.50 with three hours of estimated total work on average.
6.2

Data

For the purpose of our study, we sampled just over 86 hours of sleep recording data from twelve
different patients with a mean recording duration of 7.19 hours (SD = 43 mins), reflecting the
standard length of a night at a sleep laboratory. Our dataset included patients with four different
health conditions (three healthy patients, three with Parkinson’s disease, three with Alzheimer’s
disease and three with sleep apnea). The distribution over patient age groups was: 40-44 (2), 60-64
(1), 65-69 (2), 70-74 (3), 75-79 (4). Six patients were female and six were male. The complete dataset
included 10,349 individual classification cases each corresponding to one 30-second window of
biosignal data to be classified into one of five different sleep stages. Almost half of all cases (4,543;
44%) resulted in some level of expert disagreement over the correct classification label. Note that
agreement rates here refer to exact agreement among three experts whereas rates reported in prior
work refer to agreement among just two experts and are therefore expected to be higher. Out of
all disagreement cases, about one third (1,667; 37%) remained unresolved after three rounds of
collective adjudication.
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Procedure

Before the study, experts first completed a pre-study questionnaire soliciting demographic information, including age group, gender, geographic location, their highest credential, as well as the
number of years of work experience in the sleep health profession. The 36 expert participants were
randomly grouped into groups of three and each group was assigned to one of the twelve recordings
for collective adjudication. Hence, each expert grader participated in exactly one panel and each
recording was scored and adjudicated by the same set of three experts. Experts first performed an
initial independent classification pass on their assigned recordings, followed by three rounds of
adjudication, one round per grader in the panel. The order in which experts performed the review
passes was scheduled based on expert availability in each panel, i.e., for each panel, the three
experts were sequenced based on their earliest possible availability for completing a full review
pass. Alternative sequencing options such as randomization may be desirable based on the specific
study setup, e.g., if experts are part of multiple distinct adjudication panels. In our case study, where
experts are part of exactly one panel and perform one review pass each, individual availability
was taken into account as a social requirement to reduce delays between review passes. In each
adjudication round, the active grader stepped through each individual disagreement case, re-scored
the case, and provided a rationale for their final classification decision. In each adjudication round
and for each disagreement case, the active grader was presented with the most recent classifications
from all three panel members, as well as the grades and rationales submitted during each of the
preceding rounds. Note that our observational case study treats independent classification and
adjudication as consecutive workflow stages, rather than distinct experimental conditions. The
study concluded with a post-study questionnaire, allowing participants to provide open-ended
feedback about the benefits and drawbacks of the adjudication interface and procedure. We also
included two questions to assess the degree to which experts agreed that ‘The adjudication process
was useful for generating a reliable hypnogram’, and the degree to which experts agreed that ‘The
final adjudicated hypnogram can be trusted more than the hypnogram from my first pass’, both on
5-point Likert scales.
6.4

Analysis

For Q1 and Q2, we analyzed how various socio-technical factors like expert background, data
characteristics, and viewer settings, were associated with expert disagreement during independent
classification (Q1), and with the likelihood of leaving a disagreement unresolved after collective
adjudication (Q2). We investigated both research questions using logistic regression models. For Q1,
the logistic model was run on all classification cases (N=10,349), the dependent outcome variable
indicating whether a case had any level of disagreement (N=4,543) versus perfect agreement among
all three experts. For Q2, we ran a sub-analysis on just those cases with any initial disagreement
(N=4,543) to understand why some disagreements persisted after three rounds of collective adjudication (N=1,667), whereas other disagreements managed to get resolved. Both analyses shared a
base set of independent variables, described in Table 1.
For Q2 specifically, we derived additional independent variables from the structured rationales
experts submitted during adjudication. The complete set of all 36 guideline rules mentioned 15
unique basic features. We derived one independent variable for each one of these features, which
assumed a true value if some, but not all panel members had mentioned the feature in their rationale
for a given disagreement case, and false if either all or none had mentioned it. This approach allowed
us to condense expert rationales from a complex set of guideline rules into a compact view of basic
features to gauge the explanatory power of feature-level expert rationales for understanding why
certain disagreements persist after adjudication.
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Table 1. Factors used as independent variables in Q1 and Q2.
Category

Grader Differences

Variable

Description

Experience

true if panel members had different levels of work experience, i.e., if some had 5+ years
of work experience, while others did not; false if all panel members had the same level
of work experience

Location

true if panel members were from different geographic locations; false if all were from
the same location

Credentials

true if some, but not all panel members held an RPSGT credential; false if either all or
none were RPSGTs

Frequency Filter

true if some, but not all panel members had activated the frequency filter while making
a classification decision; false if either all or none had activated the frequency filter

Amplitude Scaling

true if some, but not all panel members adjusted the sensitivity of the signals for a
given case; false if either all or none had made adjustments to amplitude scaling

Signal Visibility

true if there were differences among panel members in how many signals were visible
when making a classification decision; false if all looked at the same set of signals for
a given case

Patient Condition

one of three disease conditions—Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, or sleep apnea—compared
to the healthy baseline

Signal Complexity

true if the EEG for a given classification case was more complex than the median case
with regard to the frequency domain; complexity was measured as spectral entropy,
which is high if the signal contains multiple dominant frequencies, and low if it only
contains one main frequency [6]

Signal Transitions

true if the EEG for a given classification case was more complex than the median case
with regard to the time-frequency domain; measured as entropy over the dominant
frequencies for each 2-second segment within a 30-second window

Viewer Differences

Data Characteristics

For Q3, we used paired t-tests to compare the value of aggregate diagnostic markers before and
after adjudication. A one-sample Wilcoxon signed rank test was used to understand if experts
considered the adjudication process useful for making their classification decisions more reliable
and trustworthy as per the two questions in the post-study questionnaire.
7

RESULTS

Structured adjudication resulted in a 20-30% increase in inter-rater agreement over the course
of three rounds (cf. Figure 2). The machine-readable outputs of our system allowed for several
insights to be had regarding the dynamics of our structured adjudication process. We observed
vast differences in the role that different features (i.e., distinct evidence criteria mentioned in
the classification guidelines) played for adjudication. Not only were certain features mentioned
orders of magnitude more often than others (cf. Figure 3); different features also contributed to the
resolvability of disagreements in diverse ways. Here we present the results of our data analysis
with respect to each of our research questions.
7.1

Q1: Why do experts disagree?

In determining the causes of disagreement during independent classification, various factors were
analyzed across different groups of variables, including differences in grader background and viewer
settings, as well as characteristics inherent in the data itself (Table 2, left side):
• For grader background, differences in work experience, as well as geographic location,
were significant determinants in predicting disagreement before adjudication. Differences in
grader credentials were not found to be significant in predicting initial disagreement among
a panel—results providing partial support for our hypothesis H1a.
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Feature Type

Fig. 2. Agreement rate by adjudication round
number and patient’s health condition.

Fig. 3. Number of times each feature type was
mentioned in a rationale (log scale).

• Differences in viewer settings used by graders during independent classification—frequency
filters, amplitude scaling, and signal visibility—all were significant factors for initial agreement
rates. However, while differences in frequency filter settings and amplitude scaling were
associated with disagreement, differences in signal visibility (i.e., differences in whether
graders were viewing all or only a subset of the available signals), was found to be a significant
predictor of initial agreement among a panel. Our results partially confirm hypothesis H1b.
• With respect to data characteristics, and in line with our hypothesis H1c, the overall
signal complexity for a given case contributed to initial disagreement. Disagreement was
significantly higher for patients with Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s disease, compared to a
baseline of healthy patients. The same insight is also reflected in our observation that these
two health conditions exhibited the lowest levels of inter-rater agreement before adjudication
(Figure 2).
7.2

Q2: Why do disagreements persist?

In analyzing which factors were associated with persistent disagreement—i.e., cases with initial
disagreement that remained unresolved after adjudication vs. those that were resolved through
adjudication—similar patterns were observed across variable groups (Table 2, right side). Many of
the same factors associated with initial disagreement were also significant explanatory variables for
the outcome of persistent disagreement after adjudication, offering partial support for hypotheses
H2a, H2b, and H2c. There were notable shifts, however, in the way that certain variables were
associated with resolving a case compared to how they contributed to initial disagreement. We
focus on those variables with differential effects between Q1 and Q2.
Variance in grader credentials, while not found to cause disagreements in Q1, was associated
with an increased likelihood of resolving disagreement cases (Q2). Similarly, with respect to data
characteristics, sleep apnea patients did not give rise to more disagreement than healthy patients
did during independent classification, but disagreement cases could be resolved more readily for
sleep apnea patients than for the healthy baseline. On the other hand, Alzheimer’s disease did
not significantly contribute to the persistence of disagreement, despite the fact that it contributed
to initial disagreement. Where the EEG signal itself was concerned, overall signal complexity
correlated with greater resolvability, whereas signal complexity in terms of transitions over time
was associated with higher chances of leaving a case unresolved. Differences in amplitude scaling,
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Table 2. Logistic models for understanding why experts disagree during independent classification (Q1), and
why certain disagreements persist after adjudication (Q2).
Q1: Why Disagree?
Independent Variable
Grader Differences
Experience
Location
Credentials
Viewer Differences
Frequency Filter
Amplitude Scaling
Signal Visibility
Data Characteristics
Patient Condition
Parkinson’s
Alzheimer’s
Sleep Apnea
Signal
Complexity
Transitions
Feature Disagreements (Q2)
Slow Wave Activity
LAMF
Arousal
Alpha Rhythm
Eye Blinks
K Complex
Sleep Spindle
Reading Eye Movements
Low Chin EMG Tone
Vertex Wave
High Chin EMG Tone
Rapid Eye Movements
EEG 4-7 Hz + Slowing
Slow Eye Movements
Major Body Movement

Q2: Why Unresolved?

βˆ

SE

t

p

βˆ

SE

t

p

0.69
0.36
-0.06

0.06
0.07
0.07

12.30
5.06
-0.79

***
***

0.58
0.50
-0.93

0.13
0.20
0.16

4.45
2.57
-5.91

***
*
***

0.51
0.19
-0.25

0.07
0.05
0.07

7.72
3.91
-3.39

***
***
***

0.83
0.04
-0.44

0.14
0.11
0.17

5.76
0.32
-2.62

***

0.73
0.27
0.14

0.07
0.08
0.09

10.98
3.30
1.55

***
***

0.91
-0.18
-0.59

0.16
0.19
0.23

5.61
-0.97
-2.58

***

0.22
-0.07

0.04
0.04

5.05
-1.64

***

-0.57
0.54

0.11
0.10

-4.98
5.19

***
***

5.12
2.16
1.88
1.67
1.51
1.33
1.25
0.83
0.71
0.61
0.57
0.48
0.05
-0.82
-2.88

0.21
0.11
0.19
0.12
0.39
0.12
0.13
0.54
1.02
0.35
1.07
1.02
0.25
0.36
0.59

24.31
19.38
9.65
13.64
3.85
10.85
9.77
1.55
0.69
1.76
0.53
0.48
0.20
-2.32
-4.88

***
***
***
***
***
***
***

**

**

*
***

amenable to viewer settings, were not significant for resolving disagreements, despite causing
disagreement during independent classification.
In addition to this base set of variables, Table 2 provides a list of 15 EEG features mentioned in
at least one of the structured expert rationales from our study. For seven of these, we found that
disagreements over feature presence were significantly associated with leaving cases unresolved.
We found the opposite to be true for two other features—slow eye movement and major body
movement—where discrepancies over feature presence were correlated with consensus formation.
Most importantly, however, across all variable groups, it were the feature-level variables that
showed the greatest effect sizes for case resolvability overall. This finding confirms our hypothesis
H2d, the claim that the structure of a disagreement, with respect to feature-level rationales, holds
the greatest explanatory power for why disagreements remain unresolved even after adjudication.
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7.3

Q3: What impact does adjudication have on clinical decision making?

We assessed this question through both qualitative and quantitative measures. Through a post-study
survey, expert graders responded that the structured adjudication process was both useful for
generating a reliable hypnogram (p < 0.001), and that the final adjudicated hypnogram could be
trusted more than the original one (p < 0.001). These findings support our hypothesis H3a. Changes
in sleep parameters from before to after adjudication were analyzed as objective measurements for
the impact of adjudication (Figure 4). We observed a significant decrease (p < 0.05) in the percentage
of sleep time classified as REM sleep (%REM)—a treatment-relevant diagnostic marker—with shifts
ranging between -7.5% and 1.4%. This finding offers support for our hypothesis H3b.
Qualitative Feedback. All participants were given the opportunity to provide open-ended feedback regarding both the interface of our adjudication system, as well as the adjudication procedure
deployed in our study. Where the design of our platform was concerned, graders commended the
clarity of its structured, guideline-centric format, with quick access to a comprehensive list of
classification guidelines, and a view through which to appreciate other graders’ classifications and
rationales.
Grader feedback was unanimously in favour of the collaborative practice of adjudication, especially in a structured format that allowed for the exchange of individual justifications for one’s
classification decisions. As group discussion was achieved remotely, our graders felt that having a
clear-cut time window for each individual grader to complete their pass on the record was beneficial
for promoting efficiency of adjudication. However, the sequential nature of our procedure, where
the first grader must complete their pass before the second grader in the panel can begin theirs,
was considered an obstacle by some participants. At the same time, our graders recognized that
real-time adjudication may be challenging given the logistical burden of scheduling synchronous
sessions among experts, even if facilitated through a remote, web-based system.
Our procedure, requiring graders to construct structured arguments in support of their decisions
in terms of rules from the classification guideline, was said to have the potential to improve individual graders’ scoring abilities. To borrow a quote from one expert, a guideline-centric adjudication
procedure can help both those who have been scoring for years and are thus “stuck in their ways”,
as well those with minimal scoring experience, who may need a concrete guide. Where the effects
of adjudication on consensus are concerned, most participants perceived the exchange of arguments and justifications among the group as a balanced approach for reviewing cases collectively:
“Sometimes I still disagreed. Other times I changed my perspective.” One expert reinforced our
stance that “truly subjective cases” ought to be recognized as such, rather than enforcing artificial
consensus.
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DISCUSSION

Our core contribution in this present work is an observational study of expert disagreement in the
domain of medical data analysis. With prior work establishing that group deliberation can be a
useful and effective method for resolving disagreement, we built a structured, guideline-centric
adjudication system and workflow to facilitate our study.
In addition to offering further support for adjudication as a method of supporting consensus
formation, our findings help elucidate the reasons why experts disagree about medical data classification decisions, why some of those disagreements persist, and how adjudication outcomes
may translate to clinical outcomes. We discuss the generalizability of our findings and their potential applications, offer design considerations for expert adjudication workflows, and conclude by
addressing limitations of our study and directions for future work.
8.1

Generalizability and Applications

Our case study was limited to a task specific to biomedical time series analysis, so caution is
warranted in generalizing the results to outside domains. However, sleep stage classification is a
good exemplar for the medical domain, as it shares several characteristics with other diagnostic
tasks: (1) expert disagreement is prevalent within; (2) data classification guidelines are lengthy
and complex; (3) data analysis includes a wide range of signal modalities (i.e., EEG, ECG, eye
movements, muscle activation, etc.), many of which are integral parts also of other diagnostic
procedures in medicine; and (4) various low-level features of the data (e.g., alpha rhythm, sleep
spindles, K-complexes) provide the basis for higher level assessments (i.e., sleep stage classifications,
diagnosis of sleep disorders). We characterize the types of medical data analysis tasks to which our
findings may generalize below.
Grader Differences. Findings on the effect of expert background on disagreement dynamics may
generalize better to tasks where procedures for expert certification vary between countries or where
such procedures may undergo significant changes over time. In those cases, differences in graders’
geographic location or professional experience may play a more significant role in contributing
to disagreement than for tasks where certification procedures are are globally standardized and
remain relatively stable over time.
Viewer Settings. Findings on the effect of viewer settings on disagreement dynamics may
generalize better to tasks where complex patient data can be viewed from different perspectives.
Perspective adjustment can take various forms, including adjustment of the amount of data viewed
(e.g., montage selection in multimodal time series, or region-of-interest adjustment in interpretation
of pathology slides), or application of certain filter settings (e.g., frequency filters in time series or
audio data, or color filters in image data). Such findings would not directly apply to classification
tasks with static data views (e.g., text-based patient records).
Data Characteristics. We included disease condition and signal complexity as variables to
understand the effect of data characteristics on expert disagreement. The specific operationalization
of these variables may need to be adjusted for other task domains. The idea, however, that certain
pathologies or pattern complexity may complicate data interpretation is domain-agnostic and may
generalize to other task types.
Guidelines. The proposed guideline-centric adjudication process is general, and applicable
to task types where pre-existing guidelines in the expert community can be mapped to a set of
classification rules. Evidence-based grading guidelines are widely available across multiple medical
subspecialties [4], and the organization of guidelines into easily identifiable grading recommendations is encouraged within the medical community [21]. There are, however, some diagnostic tasks,
such as diagnosis of epilepsy or glaucoma, for which comprehensive guidelines yet have to be developed. The approach may generalize better to tasks with only a few classification categories (e.g.,
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sleep staging, diabetic retinopathy grading, prostate cancer grading) than to classification tasks with
very large decision spaces (e.g., comprehensive differential diagnosis) or multiple classifications
with respect to the same patient record.
In our study, we hypothesized (H2d) that disagreements over the presence of specific features in
the data would offer the strongest explanatory power for the resolvability of disagreements. Indeed,
our results confirm that such feature-level rationales contribute the strongest to explaining why
certain disagreements persist after adjudication. This finding suggests that expert disagreement,
while influenced by social factors and specifics of data presentation, can be best explained by
leveraging feature-level justifications from experts in medical data analysis. Since feature-level
justifications were directly derived from guideline rules cited during collaborative adjudication,
disagreements on the feature level can be considered a quantitative lens on low-level ambiguities
within the guidelines.
Another finding from our study was that structured adjudication can lead to significant revisions in clinical parameters relevant to real-world treatment outcomes (H3a). In our sleep stage
classification task, adjudication caused a significant decrease in %REM, compared to an independently annotated record. Clinical decision making in many scenarios hinges on the proportion
of time spent in REM sleep recorded on an EEG. For instance, REM sleep is decreased in several
neurodegenerative disorders, including Parkinson’s disease and Alzheimer’s disease, and among
older adults without Alzheimer’s, decreased REM sleep is associated with a higher likelihood of
developing the disease in the future [36]. The detection of REM sleep behaviour disorder, which is
associated with a high risk of future Parkinson’s disease, is critically dependent on the accurate
classification of REM sleep [38]. REM sleep is also decreased in sleep apnea, and the restoration of
normal amounts of REM sleep can be a marker of therapeutic efficacy in sleep apnea treatment.
These insights position the adjudication process as something more than an academic exercise in
consensus formation, but an approach with the potential of altering clinical outcomes as a direct
result of changes in diagnostic markers.
Applications. There are several potential applications of our structured adjudication system and
procedure. First, a system like our own can be easily implemented in the training of novice readers.
In our study, differences in grader experience predicted both discrepancies before adjudication, and
persistent disagreement afterwards. Beyond the obvious explanations for this, it is worth repeating
that our expert participants highlighted that adjudication may be helpful both for novice graders,
and more experienced graders. Our guideline-centric platform allowed for graders to go entirely
by-the-book in their approach to classification, but the more seasoned scorers may well have stuck
to their tried and true reasons for their classification decisions, perhaps overlooking certain nuances
in the data that those following the rules would have better attended to, leading to disagreement
cases. Thus, our system may have equal potential for helping more experienced readers reconsider
their grading habits.
While structured adjudication was made possible in our study by the fact that standardized,
agreed-upon classification guidelines are pre-existent within the expert community, our rationale
form retained the option of providing open-ended comments. For domains where standardized
classification guidelines do not yet exist (e.g., epilepsy diagnosis), our hybrid approach could offer
the potential of mining open-ended arguments to extract explicit inference rules and thus iteratively
generate a more structured representation of classification guidelines.
The interoperable output of our structured adjudication system may also lend itself naturally as
input to other decision support systems. For example, machine learning models could be trained
using structured, ambiguity-aware data sets to not only classify by diagnostic category (e.g., normal
vs. abnormal), but also to identify ambiguous cases and to explain those cases in terms of potentially
controversial classification guidelines or evidence criteria pertinent to the data at hand [15].
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Design Considerations for Expert Adjudication

Davies and Chandler [17] delineate five design categories of an online deliberation system: purpose, population, spatiotemporal distance, communication medium, and deliberative process (e.g.,
identifiability and structure). In this work, we designed and implemented an adjudication interface
for expert users to engage in remote, anonymous, asychronous adjudication of medical time series
data in a web-based environment through a structured, guideline-centric procedure.
Purpose and Population. To facilitate adjudication of medical time series data in the context
of sleep stage classification, we designed a system and user interface to emulate existing sleep
scoring software, and embedded functionality for adjudication within. This ensured that users
could engage in effective group deliberation in a familiar environment. True to the nature of our
application domain, our system was aimed at expert users.
By engaging a population of expert users, we discovered that viewer settings play an important
role in causing and resolving disagreement. For example, differences in signal visibility increased the
likelihood of resolving disagreements through adjudication. While the reason for this is debatable, we
suggest that experts’ preferences and information needs in the context of making clinical decisions
may vary with their level and type of professional experience. Designers of expert adjudication
systems should therefore take into account the fact that both expert background and preferences for
interface settings affect how assessments are made and how divergent assessments are adjudicated.
However, differences in certain viewer settings (e.g., gain adjustments) were also associated with
initial and persistent disagreement. While providing experts with sufficient amount of flexibility
for viewer configurations seems necessary in order to enable exploration of complex medical data,
adjudication systems may benefit from ways to share viewer settings between experts. In particular,
if differences in viewer settings spur disagreement and make the resolution of discrepancies less
likely, a feature allowing experts to view data “through the lens” of another grader and temporarily
adopt the other experts’ viewer settings may prove helpful for more effective adjudication.
Spatiotemporal Distance and Medium. In order to conduct a large-scale study with numerous
expert users, we chose to deploy our system within a web-based environment, and had users
participate remotely and asynchronously. While these decisions were largely informed by logistical
reasons, we also wanted to design a system to enable effective adjudication in real-world contexts
were local, real-time deliberation is infeasible. That said, we acknowledge that synchronous systems
may be more effective at fostering agreement between users [17]. Whether inter-rater agreement
rate increases with a synchronous version of our system is a question for future research.
Deliberative Process. We enacted an anonymous deliberation process to eliminate user identifiability and reduce inter-personal bias during adjudication. Our findings on how grader differences
affected disagreement dynamics should therefore be interpreted in the context of how different
expert backgrounds may translate into different approaches to reasoning and arguing about corner
cases, rather than bias introduced by mere perception of authority.
Adding structure to the process of collecting expert rationale allowed for detailed quantitative
analyses of adjudication dynamics in our observational study. It is well documented that more
structure fosters more deliberative behavior in an online deliberation setting [17]. However, in
structuring a system around domain-specific annotation guidelines, structure can limit the efficiency
of the workfklow when said guidelines are numerous and complex. Our design may have reduced
input efficiency by forcing graders to navigate through a comprehensive set of rules irrespective of
their classification decisions. However, unlike more confirmatory UI designs, we argue that this
structure encourages participants to consider alternative lines of reasoning during adjudication.
We showed how complex classification guidelines can be integrated into adjudication processes
in a flexible and interoperable fashion. At the same time, our analysis leveraged a more compact
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view of expert rationale referencing basic feature types mentioned within the guideline rules. One
design consideration by way of promoting input efficiency for structured rationales is to use the
presence or absence of distinct, low-level features as an entry point for collecting expert rationales.
A hybrid approach may solicit compact, feature-level assessments first, in order to intelligently
recommend pertinent classification rules for adjudication in a second step.
Sharing and leveraging the insights of other users in a collaborative workflow has been found to
increase task performance [22]. However, in the same study, Goyal and Fussell found that users
who collaborated through an interface designed for shared sense making do not report an increased
sense of success during the task, and view such an interface as having lower utility than standard
setups. These reports suggest that users may need to be informed in real time about the utility of
deliberation systems that employ new but important design elements—and may involve extra steps
in the workflow—if such systems are to be readily adopted by new users.
8.3

Limitations and Future Work

Despite the demonstrated use cases of adjudication, there are limitations to the process. First and
foremost, adjudication is resource-intensive, a factor potentially hindering adoption in real-world
contexts. Our study demonstrates how elements of structure can benefit adjudication procedures,
and future work may explore how added structure could translate to increased efficiency and
reductions in cost. While a quantitative cost-benefit analysis is beyond the scope of our study
and will be left for future work, we demonstrate ways to counter the challenges of scheduling
synchronous expert meetings through a round-based approach where experts can review cases on
their own time. Future work may investigate hybrid methods encouraging turn-based adjudication
procedures, while providing the opportunity for real-time communication for times when experts
happen to review the same case concurrently to make efficient use of their resources.
Our pilot study involved the same three experts conducting adjudication both in person and
via video conference. While we ensured that experts discussed different cases in both stages, it is
possible that certain behaviors observed via video conference may have been influenced by previous
face-to-face interactions (e.g., perceived level of experience, word choice, intonation patterns). Our
design considerations concerning inter-personal dynamics (e.g., choice of text as a communication
medium) were primarily informed by in-person adjudication and subsequently reinforced by the
possibility that these may also play a role in adjudication via video conference. Future work may
explore the differential effects of communication media in medical adjudication using controlled
between-subjects experiments.
Another aspect of the adjudication practice left for future work is the question of when to deploy
such a system in a real-world context, clinical or otherwise. In settings where a single expert
read is the norm, what are the costs of introducing collective adjudication, given its demonstrated
advantages in medical data analysis? If adjudication is deemed too costly to be routine, what are
the indications that may alert clinicians to when group deliberation is necessary? Our findings
demonstrate that adjudication outcomes can translate to changes in diagnostic measures, suggesting
that the use of adjudication should be prioritized for those critical disagreement cases that have the
highest potential of impacting patients through revisions in treatment outcomes.
9

CONCLUSION

In this work, we introduced a novel perspective on the problem of expert disagreement in medical
data analysis using a structured form of collaborative adjudication to study the nature and dynamics
of disagreement from a socio-technical perspective. We demonstrated the applicability of our
approach in the context of medical time series analysis for sleep stage classification, and showcased
how the structured data produced can facilitate a deep understanding of the diverse factors playing
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a role in generating and resolving disagreements, including expert background, data complexity,
viewer settings and classification guidelines. Our proposed workflow for structured adjudication
has implications for the design of decision support for clinical group decision making and for the
collection of expert-labelled data in the context of other applications like computer-aided diagnosis.
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